
4. What do your see for Atesto Vancouver in future years?
What is to come over the next few years is hard to predict. I see this movement of stoytelling extending beyond 
Vancouver. The opportunities that have happened in a very short amount of time have been humbling and so 
exciting. 
 
5. What can Atesto Vancouver bring to this city and its community?
Atesto is about pulling together communities of people to celebrate what Jesus is doing - you don't need to be a 
preacher, worship leader or anything like that. Our prayer is for those who come to our shows to have the opportunity 
to experience freedom, encouragement and Jesus through authenticity and transparency in story and worship. 
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How was Atesto Vancouver founded?
I was sitting on a plane coming home 
from a trip when I had a vision of people 
gathering in a theatre and on the stage 
was someone telling a story [a testimony]. 
It wasn't the story that was powerful, but 
what started to happen to those sitting 
in the audience - the Spirit was moving, 
Jesus was touching lives through story. 
Shortly after, I baptized a 17-year-old 
girl who shared about how Jesus met her 
in her need for self-harm and an eating 
disorder . The following day, I received an 
anonymous email from someone who had

3. What makes Atesto Vancouver different than other ministries?
Many ministries exist around preaching, created around and by “professionals” who have been trained, like 
Pastors and Worship Leaders. Atesto as a ministry revolves around people and their stories. - individuals 
from the local community sharing stories through their own creative medium, using the gifts and talents 
God has given them to tell His story. Whether that medium be music, songwriting, sculpting, media or 
dance - everyone has a creative outlet that brings them closer to God. Atesto wants to harness that and 
provide a stage for people to use it as a platform to tell incredible stories and bring others closer to Jesus.

been struggling with an eating disorder as well, but never had the courage to face it.  Hearing what 
Jesus had done through the 17-year-old girl and her story gave her/him the courage to face the 
darkness,  knowing Jesus could do the same in her/his life. It  was  Revelation 12:11 in motion - 
"they  overcame  by the blood of the lamb and by the word of their testimony” and Atesto was born - a 
ministry and movement of testimonies told by ordinary people as witness to an extroardinary God.

2. Explain your role at Atesto Vancouver?
Director.  I work with our team in vision casting and networking, collaborating with our creative directors to pull 
together events and opportunities for people to tell their stories creatively. 


